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I. Introduction

In considering ch« attain of experiments for high
cuergy colliding beam facillclaa ona quickly see* cha
ne«d for batter detectors. Tha full exploitation of
machines Ilka ISASEU.E1 will call for dataetor capabll-
lclaa beyond what can be expected fro* reflnaaenta of
cha convantlonal approachaa co partlela datactlon In
high energy phyalca experiments. Ovar cha paac yaar
or so chara has baan a general realization thac saai-
coniiuccor davlca tachnology offara rha possibility of
; option sensing dacaccora having raapluelon elements
i-li dimensions of cha ordar of 10 microns or smaller.

J detector could offai- enormous advantages In cha
•:. .i6u of axpariaanca, and cha purpose of Chic papar la
LJ Jlscusa soaa of cha poaalbillclaa and aoae of cha
l>rouiema.

To giva a specific context to cha discussion, I
.:.ioose co focua on applications for ISABELLE experi-
uuiics, where cha requirements ara particularly severe
-nd chara Is a claar naad for a qualitative Improve-
ment in detector capability. Expariaenta at ISABELLE
are planned Co begin in about S yaara,

II. Experimental Environment:
Tha Naad for Improved OaCactora

In Figure 1 la sketched, in a achaauulc way, Che
cluuiuncs of a general purpose detector facility which
luî Uc be appropriate for many of Cha experimental
programs contemplated for ISABELLE. A cylindrical
Kcumecry it shown, with the two beau of 400 GeV/c
protons entering from opposite ends, each at a small
. ..;tu co tha cylinder axis, and croaalag at Che center,
i . crossing region, owing co Che finite beam size

...i mall crossing angle, excends several tana of centi-
.... Lcrs along the axis and is Che source froa which the
..ucondary products of proton-proton collisions emerge
into the detector array: about fifty relativistic
particles (boch charged and neutral) for a typical ln-
clastic collision, and possihly several times thar
number for Che truly interesting events. The reaction
products are noc isotropic In their angular distribu-
tion but, on Che average, exhibit a flat spectrum In
the rapidity variable, as shown In Che figure. Most
particles emerge from the collision with very small

relative to the Incident beams.

This is che average behavior. The aaln physics
inceresc lies.with rare processes Involving direct
collisions of fundamental constituents of tha incident
protons, the signature for which la a large fraction of
the incident energy being carried off at angles near
90° (i.e. into die so-called "central" legion of small
rapidity). Figure 2 shows an example froa Monte Carlo
simulation2 of one class of such events. Trajectories
of charged particles are shown in a uniform magnetic
fluid filling a volume S meters In diameter.

The first major polnc to notice about tha detector
array sketched in Fig. 1 is that It covers the full
An sceradians of solid augle around tha Interaction
region. Its Job (ideally) is to select with good
efficiency the events of interest and to measure each
at the secondary particles which results from the
collision. Furthermore, the phenomena which we wish
to study require not only high energies, but also the
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highest possible Inceracdon rates. The Cera "rare
processes" used above iapllea probabilities of occur-
rence as small as I per 1012 Interactions. This, in
turn, lapllas dotuctors with an extraordinary toler-
ance for high background races.

Tha interaction race la given by cha product La
where a la tha crosi section (In cm2) and L, the
luminosity, la determined by the size, intensity and
crossing angle of the beams. The dealgn luminosity
for ISABELLX la 1033ca-'2sae~1. AC this lualnoslty
ths rate for Inelastic proton-proton collisions Is
•v. 50 MHs (Che beams have 100Z duty fraction), and the
rate of particles into each of the rapidity Intervals
indicated In Fig. 1 is on the order of 100 MHz. As
indicated in Fig. 3, the rate of charged particles into
a square centimeter of detector area is 35 MHz/r2 where
r is tha distance from the beaa (the dependence on r
rather than tha radial distance It Is a consequence of
the flat rapidity spectrum).

With theaa points in mind we return to the con-
ceptual detector array of Fig. 1. The central cham-
ber, which is immersed In a magnetic field, is a
tracking chamber to measure the crajectoriaa and
momenta of charged particles emerging at relatively
larga angles. It may be a large, high precision cylin-
drical array of gas proportional or drift wires. The
central track detector is surrounded by segaented
total absorption calorimeters whose purpose Is to
detect and aaasure neutral particles, and to provide
a trigger baaed on the detailed angular distribution
of tha total energy flux In each event. The forward
detectors cover the small piece of solid angle close
co the beams into which most of the secondary parti-
cles go. These forward arms may extend to considerable
distances away from the Interaction region, and in-
corporate tracking chambers, calorimeters and addi-
tional magnetic deflection.

The overall dimensions of the detector facility
are largely determined by the requirements (or accept-
abl limitations) of the central track detector, boch
in its -loaencua resolution and in its capability cor
effIclei ,. pattern recognition in the face of complex
events and high races. These capabilities Improve
as tha £ :e increases, but the cost increases as well —
not only tha cost of the track decector itself, but
tha cost of filling Its volume with magnetic field,
and surrounding It with tha next layer of detectors
(e.g. the calorimeters sketched in Fig. 1).

Assuming state-of-the-art performance for large
drift chambers, tha detector volume and magnetic field
indicated In Fig. 2a would suffice for the momentum
measurement of isolated tracks, but it is probably
too large a diameter for practical consideration, and
it la unlikely that a drift chamber structure can
reliably extract usaful measurements from the densely
clustered tracks ("Jets") which characterize this type
of event. Attempting to shrink the detector by in-
creasing the magnetic field strength has distinctly
adverse effects on the pattern recognition capability,
as saen in Fig. 2b,

III. Why Semiconductor Dutuctors?

It is not to be Implied here that the advent of
semiconductor deteccors will solve all the problems
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ui Lu'tju uuuuuiuucu spwcci'uuiistry for colliding beam
facilities, but rather that tha Introduction of a naw
class of flna grain, high resolution datactor can sig-
nificantly Influence the design of experiments by Im-
proving our options for the Inevitable trade-offs.

The interest In sicalconductor detectors follows
from two features: lnprovad space resolution (by an
order of magnitude over the wire chambers) and the
potential for extremely high densities of resolution
elements. In light of tha discussion above we nay
ILsr. some of tha waya in which these features can ba
exploited. ^ *^>.

Kate Capability

The density of individual detecting elements
would be at least 10/ca* and could ba 10^/c«2 or
.•r^accr, with recovery times < 100 nsec. Such an
array could operate In the high fluxes close to the
beans (forward detector arm, Inner radii of central
detector) without losa of efficiency.

Vuiy i'int. yraiu deioctors are clearly needed to
, .ii.bly i,oct out individual tracks In events like
Lli.it. siiown in Kig. -. Good track pair resolution in
Lao coordinates on a detector surface is especially
important in die forward detectors as wall as for
observing jet structure in the central detectors. The
pattern recognition capability of a large cylindrical
drift chamber (for example) would ba greatly enhanced
by a small inner cylinder of very high resolution and
Ufa in danaity as Indicated In Fig 1. Such a detector,
with position accuracy i 10 ua, would also provide
precise vertex positions, a powerful level In event
reconstruction and a means of identifying short life-
time decaya of charaed particles and haavy laptons
which may aignify tha presence of very uasalve particle
states.

improved Trigger Ing

Event selection at the trigger level must be
extremely efficient in order to take full advantage
of the high luminosity. With present day large detec-
cor systems of the type under consideration here it la
not uncommon to record thousands of words of Informa-
tion par event. At this rate it is not possible to
record more than 50 or so events per second (nor is it
desirable: the off-line processing may require seconds
of cpu tlae per event In a large computer). Sophisti-
cated triggers* involving on-line pattern recognition
nul momentum selection will be vastly Improved with
. tier position accuracy and a higher degree of detec-
. .̂ i .ncntat ion.

....lliuvuJ Mass and Moaciicum Heaplution

The existence of mat.hlues like ISABELLE is pri-
marily motivated by the search for massive, narrow
particle states which ultimately will call for detailed
spectroscoplc measurements at the highest attainable
energies. The accuracy of momentum measurement in the
central and forward detectors scales linearly with the
spue* cesolution and with the magnetic field integral.
As the scale of interesting mass** and momenta in-
creases with increaalng aacliine energies it is econom-
ically unfeasible to keep pace by increasing the field
integral in large aperture detectors. Hence the need
for a big gain in the space resolution.

Miniaturisation ot ttie Central Detector

As pointed out aUuve the overall size of the
dut^ctor facility is largely governed by tha size ot

tlie central detector. If the latter can be signifi-
cantly raducud by virtue of fine grain, high resolution
detection elements then tha possibility exists for
large economic savings.

IV. Some Puaulble Device Structures

Several avenues may be pursued once It is accepted
that efficient detection of minimum ionising particles
can be achieved In very thin layers of silicon. (The
signal conalsts of T. 80 electron-hole pairs per micron
of detector thickness.) A detailed discussion of
charge collection and signal processing, addressing
this question, Is given by Radaka.-* Figure 4, taken
from Radeka's analysis, shows that the limiting thick-
ness is in face very small provided the amplifier
(plus leads and connections) can be matched to the
detector capacitance.

Recently, position sensitive surfaca barrier
strip detectors have been built and tasted for possible
high energy physics applications. These device*
(dubbed "mlcrostrlp" detectors by the CEKM group in
Kef. *) have atrip densities of a few per millimeter,
with a separata readout for each strip. Measurements
with these prototype detectors in charged particle
beams have given satisfactory results, with no un-
pleasant surprises, and have stimulated a great deal
of interest in their possible applications and poten-
tial for further development. A natural evolution is
toward a higher density of strips. In order to acliiuve
measurement accuracies at tha level of 10 microns some
sort of interpolation is called for to keep the read-
out manageable. A mlcrostrlp datecto1 incorporating
resistive charge division to achieve very high resolu-
tion with a modest density of output connections is
sketched in Fig. 5. Tha parameters and the optimiza-
tion of such a device ara discussed in Kef. 3. Strip
detectors, of course, offer high rssjiution in only
one coordinates a miniature analogue of the multi-
wire proportional chamber. The possibility of planar
arrays with high resolution in two coordinates la
suggested by tha advanced state of commercial develop-
ment of charge transfer devices (Fig. 6). Charge
coupled devices (C ")) have been used as position sens-
ing detectors in applications involving x-rays, and it
has been demonstrated that each element (pixel) of the
CCD acts as a tiny .solid state detector. Aa presently
available, however, these devices are not suitable for
high energy charged particle detection. The signal
deposited in the thin depletion layer is insufficient
to overcome the output noise level (resulting mainly
from circuitry on the chip) of a few hundred rms
electrons. lonlzation produced In the thick substrate,
far exceeding tha signal charge, eventually drifts back
to the active depletion layer. Tha readout is untenably
slow for high rate applications: with the standard
readout organization and a clock speed of 1 MHz the
time to read out a full CCD frame (typically 300 x 300
pixels) Is measured In milliseconds. Of course, these
objections arise malnl/ from tha fact that commercial
CCD's are not optimized aa particle detectors, but as
video Imaging devices. Special purpoaa CCD's are
being constructed with characteristics suitable for
particle detection In high energy beama. Nonetheless,
a substantial development effort would be required to
adapt the technology of charge transfer devices to meet
the requirements of particle detection described here.

Mlcrostrip devices and specially developed charge
transfer devices appear to be the most promising means
for achieving practical detectors in the near future,
the first because of its relative simplicity and second
because the technique Is highly developed for other
purposes. It Is natural to consider what ultimately
night be achieved If the capabilities of large scale
integrated circuit technology were fully exploited.



A conceptual davtca of thi» type, which I shall rafar
to aa a Micro Detector Array, has baan examined by
J. Sandwaiaa and R, Beringer.8 Tha concapt la illus-
trated In Fig. 7. It consists of an array of vary
entail detection elements, aa In a CCO, vita aach el«-
imsiit individually «ddraaa<td and much of eh« circuitry
ior readout and data compaction lntagratad on tha chip.
Such a davica would raqulra substantial naw develop-
ments, and furthar work la nacaaaary to establish
fundamental technical limits.

For aoat colliding baaa appllcaclona tha develop-
ment of a datactor and ita raadout must address tha
problems of constructing arraya covarlag ralativaly
Urge araaa - probltM of mechanical assembly, high
densities of output connactiona, and limitations of
liowur dlmiipacLiu, to name a faw. Ideally, ona would
lilt* co focua ch« development effort on tha fundamentals
>if detector construction and electronics and tsst tha
ii:.uU in a fairly simple but rigorous experimental
ivirwituuiic. From this point of view there ara vt.-y
. . .. Liv>: .implications uh«rc these detactors could ba
, • • v.l with iuuaediute benefit at fixed target accel-
i uocs in experiments where it Is not necessary to

>iwur area* larger than a few ca-. Accurate Vertex
location for short-lifetime par d e l * searches In nuclear
uuulsiona la ona such exaaple, and at leaac ona group
is actively pursuing the development of mlcrostrXp
devices for this purpose.9 Such applications will
offer an early opportunity to carry tha development
beyond tha laboratory scale and give physicists and
i-otviidal coaaarclal aanufacturttrs a chance to aasest
iUt merits of longer Cera RfcD work.

V. Limitations: Multiple Scattering and
Radiation Pamaaa

Consideration of any decector for vary high pre-
cision momentum determination must take account of tha
Littdcta of multlpLe scattering. We may examine tha
limits imposed far silicon detectors by considering the
following geometry:

- H h - "
A clvurged particle In a uniform magnetic field (B)
duverses n detectors each of which measures a point on
iliu trajectory with accuracy c, and each of which haa
..ulntaa t . The total path length la L. The frar-
i . i uunaunciim error is then given (approximately by

. .. [.HID which add in quadrature:
U> Measurement Error (2) Multiple Scattering

'The units ara G«V, Tesla, maters. Th« produce nt
is the total thickness of silicon, tR Is tha radiation
length (0.09 a ) , and scattering la material between the
detector layers is neglected (If nacoasary, the detec-
tors can operate in a vacuum). It will ba seen that
for any given configuration there la some momentum, p0,
below which Che error is domlnacad by multiple
scattering:

0.0013 tn t **

Th« implications of these formulas Is not easily
Jistlllud to a simple statement. Let us, by way of
illustration, consider tha measurement of SO GaV/c
particles In a 2 Teala magneclc field. To b« more
specific, we assume a *ol«noldal field with the cracks
measured in a cylindrical ceutral detecCor. Tim dashed

curve In Fig. 8 shows ch« bast performance chat is
likely to ba achievable with a large drift chamber,
as a function of tha chamber radius. Tha curve is
calculated for c • 150 urn, with *ach crack measured
ac 100 wires per omcur of radius. For comparison, the
solid curve shows the limiting resolution, sat by
multiple scattering, for cylindrical arrays of silicon
detectors with e - 10 urn, t - 100 urn, and requiring at
least can measurement layers. Tha purpose of this
Illustration la to show that multiple scattering in
silicon does not a priori vitiate tha potential for
exploiting tha high space resolution of a single ele-
ment to obtain very good momentum resolution is a
multi-layer array. In fact, it is interesting to note
that tha multiple scattering limit for the silicon
detactora of this example lias balow that of the gas
datactor (argon at 1 atmosphere). This, of course,
assumes that tha silicon detactors are operated in a
vacuum.

A crucial element in tha development of semi-
conductor detectors for high energy colliding beam
experiments must ba an improved understanding of the
radiation hardness of these devices. Most studies
of radiation damage in semiconductor detectors have
been carried out for low-energy environments,-and
evaluations of datactor lifetime luva generally baan
made with criteria based on requirements for high
resolution measurements of deposited energy. For
position sensing detectors, tolerable degradation la
determined by consideration of efficiency loss due Co
loss of signal charge, through trapping, and Increased
noise due to Increased leakage currant.

From tha point of view of radiation damage, the
application of moat critical concern is for detactora
which immediately surround the beam pipes in high
luminosity colliding beam facilities. Here tha
particle fluxes from beam-beam collisions are hlgheat
(Fig. 3), aa la the additional radiation from beam-
gas collisions and beam loasas during filling and
tuning. Furthermore, the innermost detectors in a
compactly nested assembly such as that envisioned in
Fig. 1 are the least accessible for frequent removal -
cither for annealing (if passible) or replacement.

Experience to dace in high energy particle beams,
in particular that of ileinje and co-workers at CEKN.IO
Indicates that Integrated fluxes as high as 10 1 4 per
ca2 of fully relatlviscic hadrons can ba coleraced.
As we have seen, tha flux of collision products (mainly
high energy pions) in Che ISABELLE design Is of order
10° sec"1ca"' near Che beam pipes. Ac this rate a
fluence of 10 1 4 cm~2 Is reached afc«r abouc one year
of machine operaclon. Studies at CERNLt) and ac 1)NLU

Indicate, however, that the limit of detector life-
time may ba sat not by tha direct flux of collision
products, but by few-MeV neutrons which result from
subsequent collisions In shield walls, support struc-
tures, etc. A fluence of ̂  10^2 cm*' of neutrons with
energies in tha fast fission spectrum results in a
marked increase In leakage currant in a standard sur-
face barrier detector. The expected flux of such
neutrons in a given experimental environment la not
easy Co calculate; reliable Information muse come from
in situ measurements of tha radiadon field (some are
now In progress at the CEHN ISR) and experience with
real detectors at real experiments.

VI. Epitome

The application of aaalconduccor devices as fine
grain position sensing detectors for high energy
physics experiments is within the reach of presently
available technology. Existing prototype devices
have demonstrated the capability for efficient
dutaction of minimum ionizing charged particles wltit



sub-ttllHffl«t«r resolution, and ttutre art no fundamental
barriers to achieving Individual resolution elements
with dimensions t 10 aicrona. Such detectors, fully
developed, could offer Important new poaalbllicles for
che design of high energy colliding beam experiments:
e.g. precise momentum measurements over very short
track langtha ta reduce the size (and coat) of large
aperture spectroaeters; excellent track pair resolution
tor laproved pattern recognition; very high rate capa-
bility by virtue of a very high density of individual
detection eleaents.

Of cha aeveral types of devices which seea attrac-
tive for devtlopmenc aa particle detectors, the aost
straightforward conslsca of a surface barrier detector
subdivided into closely spaced strips. Detectors of
chls sort are currently being planned for use in exper-
iments. Experience thus gained should provide a basis
cor assessing the physical and econoalc factors which
will determine the feasibility of developing a new
line of particle detectors which aay fully exploit the
capabilities of large scale integration technology.
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tin. 1. Schematic of a u«-,eai purpoaa detoctor
facil ity. Thin la a -ueaway view abowint tha
elaaanta of a eyllndric.iiy ayametrtc a»a«ably.
Unit Interval* of cha raplaw variable ara
indicated, with y > 0 at 90° t» t h« axlw of
colliding baaaa. Tha particle prHuetlon
spectrua aa a function of rapidity 1» >fctwn
abova, for colliding baaaa of 400 C*V protaiK.

t i s . 2. Monte Carlo aiaulatloa of an avanc with hard
scattering of quarks In tha colllalon of 400
GaV/c protooa, aa seen In a datactoc voluaa 5
•atara In dlaaater. Tha axis of tha baaaa la
parpandlcular to tha paga. Tha trajactorlaa
of chargad partlclea ara ahova for a uniform
axial aagnatlc flald of (a) 0.5 taala, (b)
1.5 taala.

H i . ] . Partlclit fluxe* for tha daalgn parameters of
ISABEIXE. n la tha caca of chargad partldaa
through 1 cm2 of Jacactor araa.

i'i^. •«. rha uiulnua dnc«ccor thicknaaa aa a function
of chtt area of *ach datactlon alaaant, for
alnloun ionizing partlclaa. Tha raault aaauaaa
tha optimal nolax for an aapllflar aatchad to
tha datactor capacltanca, with tha raquira-
sant that th« iiignal charga ba S tlaaa tha
m nolaa (froa r«f. 3).

bits. S. A alcroatrlp datactor ulth intarpolation by
charj* division. N la tha nuabar of outputs;
ox Is th* poaitlon raaolutlon. Raaaonabla
dloanalona would ba to • 2 ca, w » 1 ca, d "
1 aa, with N • 20-40 and ax • 10 pa.

I'ig. 6. Schematic of a typical CCS.

t'ig. 7. Coacaptual layout of a alcrodatactor array.

Fits. S. Moacntua raaolutlon llaics a« a function of
aaaaurad path langth (datactor radlua) for
50 CaV/c track* In a uniform aagaatlc flald of
2 taala. Tha daahad curva (drift chaabar) la
calculated for tha caaa In which, poaltlon
aaaauraaanti ara aada at 1 ca lntarvala with
150 \m raa accuracy. Tha ihadad curva gfcvaa
tha aultlpla acattarlng limit la Argon gaa at
1 ataoaphara. Tha solid curva glvaa tha
aultlpla scattarlng l la i t for aa array of
silicon datactora'aach 100 vm thick with 1U
im raa accuracy. For coapartao* tha
(approxlaata) anargy raaolutlon for total
absorption calorlaatars aaaaurlng hadronlc
and alactroaagnatlc ahowara ac 50 CaV/c la
Indlcatad. The point Aa • 500 MaV ladlcataa
tha accuracy of aoaantua aaaauraaant raqulrad
to dtttaralna thu otasa of an objact decaying
tw two 50 C«V/c particloa with aa uncertainty
coaalstunt with tliaoretlcal eatlmatea of tha
width (llfatlax) of particle statea axpacted
In thta man rang*.
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PARTICLE FLUXES AT ISABELLE
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